
A
Comparative & Superlative Adjectives

Write the correct form of the adjective for each sentence.
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Nicholas’s shirt is the
(black)

out of everyone’s.

( 1 )

Out of all of the encyclopedias

here, this one is the
(easy)

to

read.

( 2 )

I think William’s plan is

(realistic)

than the other’s

we’ve considered.

( 3 )

Jason is a
(helpful)

salesperson than the others in this

store.

( 4 )

This book tells the

(interesting)

story I’ve ever

read.

( 5 )

My house is
(old)

than any other

on my street.

( 6 )

I think algebra is the
(hard)

class I’ve ever taken.

( 7 )

The dining room was

(elegant)

than we thought it

would be.

( 8 )

The pyramids at Giza are the

(old)

large structures of the

ancient world.

( 9 )

To get the best service, you need

to buy the
(expensive)

plane ticket.

(10)

Our customers always tell us that

we have the
(delicious)

french fries.

(11)

The nation of Mexico has one of

the
(beautiful)

flags.

(12)

The Sears Tower is the
(tall)

building in Chicago.

(13)

It is
(dark)

now than it was just

five minutes ago.

(14)
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blackest

easiest

more realistic

more helpful

most interesting

older

hardest

more elegant

oldest

most expensive

most delicious

most beautiful

tallest

darker


